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Task:
How can we define discovery for Spotify over the next five years?

Concept:
Music curated as an interactive story by giving us context to our world.

Situation:
Spotify’s current competition in the music landscape revealed all 

brands are moving towards access and availability of music. Spoti-
fy has always embodied their brand purpose of discovery, using 
data to curate songs and music. But what about music culture?

Consumer Insight:
This shift towards access and availability has made people less 

emotionally connected to the music they are listening to.

Opportunity:
We thought “What is the next way people will listen to music?” 

That is where we saw the opportunity to create the next medium 
for music, one that was engaging and would take people inside 

the culture behind the music.

Strategy:
Humanize Spotify’s data to discover the stories that connect us 

with culture

Objective:
Design a new Spotify interface that connects passive listeners to 

the movements, ideas, and stories behind the music.



The Story of Defining Discovery 
Spotify came to us, asking how they could become a discovery brand. Like so many before they have, they offered music streaming, but that's not really 

what makes Spotify different. Spotify could be Data Storytellers. But what does that mean for the next five years?

“The Research”
Music has changed from the records, mixtapes to cd, to now particles of data that we stream endlessly. This change has created a decline in the 

emotional connection to music. We call this dissociation- passive listening. When looking at four factors something jumped out at us. 

Company 
People are getting lost discovering Spotify, not lost dis-
covering music. All of Spotify’s new content and execu-
tions are spread out around the internet and not central-
ized behind their interface. Working towards being a dis-
covery brand, all their incredible ways to experience 
music culture need to reign into one location and easily 
accessed. 

Consumer 
Music has become a less intimate experience for 
listeners.We have lost a lot of the more personal 
elements of listening to music that connects us to 
the artists. We have gone from packed record in-
serts with lyrics photos and stories to playlists 
where we may not even know what artist we are 
listening to at a given time. 

Culture
Our culture has an inability to connect- With the 
adoption of technology, we are more connected 
than ever, yet personally farther away. This is true 
of relationships and music.

Competition 
Other music streaming services offer access and 
availability to music. Spotify’s unique advantag-
es are their knowledge of listening to their data, 
as well as the trust from audiences that they are 
a credible source to find new music they would 
like. 
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Questioning the Research
Through some recent studies we found that people have become less emotionally connected to music culture 

Our Guiding Light 

A quote by John Lennon— “I think 
the music reflects the state that the 
society is in. I think the poets and 

musicians and artists are of the age 
- not only do they lead the age on, 

but they also reflect that age.”  

We talked about how Van Halen re-
quests only brown M&M’s before 

any performance. There is actually a 
massive list of weird things celebri-

ties require for their shows.  

Random fact of the day. The mus-
tard we all love to hate. Grey 

Poupon is a widely used word in 
hip-hop lyrics due to its rhyming 

ability with words like Hilton, futon, 
crouton. Ect. 

So we asked ourselves what is the next format?  And how will it reconnect people to music culture?

1. Humanize data, Spotify’s core benefit, to discover the stories that give us the 

emotional connection to music culture.

2. Create a medium for content that gives music culture’s stories context in our 

world.

We focused on the two things we knew needed to happen 



What... Grey Poupon and the Civil Rights movement 
have something in common 

Play video to find out... Spoiler Grey Poupon is used 
over 180 times in Hip-Hop Culture

We created Spotify Notes as a music platform of music curated as an interactive story about unexpected lyrics to human movements collected under 
on starting idea or note. A new way to discover music. 

Video by Vox that gave us this idea can be found here at:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jOgPk5T1xi0 

That is what things get interesting 


